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ABSTRACT

The method of exact evaluation of quantum partition function (QPF) in some four
fermion models is proposed. The calculations are carried out by the path integral method.
The integral is evaluated by introducing the additional fields (called Hubbard-Stratanovich
transformation in some models), integration over fermionic variables, and considering the
finite-dimensional approximation of the rest integral over bosonic fields in the infinite
limit. The non-standard representation of propagator is proposed for the Fermi-theory
of four-fermion interaction. This representation seems to be more convenient for the
nonperturbative analysis.
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1 Introduction
The various models of the four-fermion interaction play an important role in modern
physics. The Hubbard model seems to be a good approximation in physics of antifer-
romagnetism and superconductivity. The Fermi theory was the best theory of weak
interactions before the discovery of gauge fields. Now it is of great interest for studying
the renormalizability. The well-discovered Bardeen-Cooper-Schriffer (BCS) model is a
good example for the verification of new methods. The exact correlation functions axe
well known in 1-dimensional models (see 1 for Review). Recently the QPF was calculated
exactly in some d-dimensional models: The BCS-model2"4 and the modified Hubbard
model5. We present the calculation in the simplest four fermion theory and obtain some
formulae for the propagator in this theory.

The method of calculation is based on the transformation of the four fermion interac-
tion to fermion-boson interaction by introducing the additional bosonic field.

The integral over fermions becomes Gaussian and can be evaluated. The rest integral
over the bosonic field can be evaluated using the finite-dimensional formula,

J V(M) det(,40 + £0Mi)exp{i J2{M?/U + M,#) = d e t ^ + SijUBt)} (1)

obtained by expanding the determinant over the fixed line and restoring the initial form
after integration over the correspondent variable.

2 Quantum Partition Function and density-density
correlation functions

The four-fermion theory does not seem to be renormalizable in more than two dimensions,
but nevertheless one can find some identities for this theory in d-dimensions. We start
with the action

S = J dz(${x){d - m)rP{x) + ^(x)i>{x))2) (2)

and introduce the specific sources /(x), as follows

Ssaurs = J dx($(x){d ~m + I)^(x) + ^(x)^(x))2 (3)

Determining the generation functional for Green functions in an ordinary way one obtains

(4)

One can make the transformation



ex x))2 = J T>(M)expi J dx(i>(x)Mx))M(x) + ^M(x)2) (5)

and make the path integral Gaussian over ij>(x), ip(x). One can calculate it and the result
reads as follows

Z = / V{M) det((d - m + M(x) + I(x))S(x - x'))exp{i f dxi(~M(x)2)} (6)
J Jr £si

This integral over M can be evaluated by expanding the determinant over the line and
making the infinite number of Gaussian integrations. The result is a continuous extrapo-
lation of formula (1) and can be written as

Z = det((d - m + I(x))6(x - as')) (7)

Note that the above expression for / = 0 leads to the exact expression for the quantum
partition function of the model similar to that of the free fermion model. For finite I and
vanishing J one obtains the expression for the generating functional for density-density
correlation functions

"/ 1=0

(8)
The expression considered can be treated by the background field method, or by a kind of
mean field approximation, for example as in Ref.6. (For < n(x) > one obtains the exact
result using this approximation.)

3 The Identity for Propagator

Now let us consider the expression for the two point correlation function of the fermionic
field. The path integral representation reads as follows

G(xux2) = J V^{x)l^(x))^(xl)i>(x2)exp(iS)/ J

Using the technique developed above one can rewrite the expression with additional
bosonic field

G(xlyx2) =

M{x))}/ j 2>(0(x), V(x), M(x))exp(iS(M)) (9)

perform the fermionic field integration

G{xuxi) = jV{M(x))(d-m + M(x))-ldet{{d-m + M(x))6(x-x'))expi Jdx^M(x)2

and expand the expression into series
(d-m + M)-\x -* ') = / dxx...dxn{{d - m)-x){x - Xl){M{xr)(d - m)'^ - x2)...

M{xn){d-m)-\xn-x'))

The integral over bosonic fields

j V{M{x))M{x1)...M{xn) det((a - m + M(x))S(x - x')) exp(i J dx^M{xf) (10)

can be evaluated as Gaussian integral without determinant



J V{A(x))A(x1)...A(xn){l + J dt(A(t)det((d-m + 6{x-t))6(x-x'))exp(i J dx—A{xf)

and performing the summation of the expression one obtains the identity

G{xux2) = J V{A{x)) j dt{\ + f(t)A(t)(d - m + A(x))~lexp{i J dx—A{xf), (11)

where
f{t) = det((d - m + XS(x - t))6(x - a?')) = G(t,t) =< n(t) >

One can propose an exact procedure for evaluating this function. As was shown in Ref.6
for the one-density correlator one can replace in equation (8) the functional derivative with
respect to the external source I(x) by partial derivative with respect to m and obtain the
exact result for correlation function.

The perturbation theory, developed for this expression, leads to the diagrams similar
to those of the standard perturbation theory for the Lagrangian (2). But expression (11)
looks preferable for the nonperturbative analysis. The four-fermion theory in more than
two dimensions seems to be non-renormalizible and the correct evaluation of functional
integrals is considered a question of further consideration. Unfortunately the method
considered cannot be used if one uses the method making the theory, coupled to gauge
field renormalizable7.
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